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Library Additions
Subterranea: Newsletter of the
Subterranea Britannica and the Cold
War Research Study Group, Issue 9,
December 2005. As usual this
publication has a a number of
fascinating trip reports of Sub Brit.
excursions into continental bunkers
and underground mines, quarries and
other structures. One particular
article covers the “Gibralter ‘Stay
behind’ Cave” - a secret hideout for 6
men to stay on Gibratler should the
Germans have captured it during WII
- it included a bicyle powered
ventilation and electricity system.
North Wales CC: Newsletter, 295,
November-December 2005. Has
reports on trips to Wirral Colliery,
Rhum, Ogof Mwnglawdd, Agen
Allwedd and Tatham Wife Hole.
BCRA Bulletin: Speleology, Issue 5,
December 2005. Contains a variety of
Expedition reports (Matienzo, Spain;
Tian Xing, China; Mechera,
Ethiopia), plus Dowbergill Passage
and a very interesting article on Rope
Techniques and Risk Assessment.
BCA Newsletter: No. 5, December
2005. Contains information about the
forth coming BCA Handbook (to be
published this year) and the BCA
web site www.british-caving.org.uk
Stone Chat: Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society,
Vo.26 No.2, Winter 2005-6.
The Derbyshire Caver: Newsletter of
the Derbyshire Caivng Association,
No.123 - has reports on the re-
opening of Hungerhill Swallet,
Conserving Bats in Underground
Sites, plus an account of high CO2
levels in Mendip Caves  - particularly
Swildon’s and GB Cavern.

David Bick
Club members will be sorry to learn of
the death of David Bick (Thursday
19th Jan.), the pioneering mining
historian, founder and President of
the Welsh Mines Society. He was a
member of the Club for a few years in
the early 1960s. He studied the older
steam engines of the Stiperstones
area and was an advisor to the
consultants RML Ltd who studied
the conservation of the mine
buildings at the Grit Mines for the
County Council.

He wrote many books and papers on
early mines - no club trip to mid-
Wales was complete without
referring to one of his publications!

He has been an inspiration to us all
and our thoughts and sympathies are
with his family at this sad time. A
memorial service was held on
Tuesday 31st January in Gloucester
for friends to pay their respects.

John Cornwell
We are also sad to report the death
of John Cornwell (mining writer and
photographer) who died on Saturday
28th January. John will be
remembered for his excellent series of
photographic books featuring mines
in Wales and Gloucestershire.
His underground pictures were
stunning, he had really got the
“painting with light” technique down
to a fine art.. On a personal level he
always took the time to respond to
correspondance, willingly sharing
information and explaining details of
mining operations. Another sad day
for mining history.

NAMHO Update
Early reports from Andy Wood
suggest bookings are going well,
with several of the underground trips
now full - we have even put on extra
trips to cope with demand but these
are also now full !!
The lecture programme is coming
together nicely as well, so fingers
crossed we will meet our target
attendance figure of 100 delegates.

If you haven’t booked yet, don’t
delay, do it NOW - you can
download booking forms from the
web site:

www.namhoconference.org.uk

Funding Cut-backs
At the end of last year UK Sport
withdrew funding from several non-
Olympic sports as they don’t have “a
track record of medal success” (on
this basis will any British athletes get
funding?) and “established athlete
pathways leading to a performance
opportunity at a GB/UK level” (what
ever that means!).

Basically they are reducing funding
to the BCA from £20,000 last year to
£ 7,000 this year, then nothing after
the 2006/07 financial year. This
funding was used for safety and
training by the BCA (i.e. things like
the Cave and Mine Leader schemes).
There is some talk of the funding
coming from Education, but knowing
how the Education budgets are being
cut, I’ll believe that when I see it.

Any ideas on how we can turn
Caving into an Olympic medal
winning ‘Sport’ ?
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Crushing Blow!
At Criggion Quarry, Breiddon Hill in
Shropshire the large primary gyratory
crusher has been replaced by a very
large caterpillar tracked mobile (jaw)
crushing plant - a Nordberg
Lokotrack CT 140, said to be one of
the largest items of mobile plant in
Britain. The new plant at present
discharges directly in to the 150m
deep 3m diameter shaft, which takes
the crushed rock from the top of the
hill to a tunnel beneath. Ultimately
the crusher will move around the
quarry as the working face moves
and the product will be transferred
from the plant to the shaft top or
rock-pass by caterpillar wheel
loaders.

Quarry Management, Dec. 2005

Library Survey
The latest National Library Public
Lending Rights Survey indicates that
readers borrowed the books “East
Shropshire Coalfields” (Tempus
1999) nine times, “The Mines of
Shropshire” (Moorland 1974) 104
times and “West Shropshire Mining
Fields” (Tempus 2001) nil times. Why
the rush to see the older book, when
there are more pictures and much
more information in the newer? Can
we believe the Survey?

Old Papers on
Microfilm
Telford Central Library has now
obtained the full run of the
newspaper “Shropshire News,
Wellington Advertiser and Mineral
District reporter” on microfilm, from
issue No.1 30th June 1855 to 1874
(see ‘Below!’ 2004.3). The writer has
only studied the 1855 issues so far,
but has already found much new
information on mining in the County.
These early issues also carry about
10 weekly columns on ‘The Ironstone
Beds of Madeley, Dawley and
Donnington’, taken mainly from
Joseph Prestwich’s work followed by
a weekly series on ‘The Iron
Manufactures of Shropshire”. This
would appear to be by John Randall.

The old primary
gyratory which
has been
replaced by the
mobile crushing
plant.

View from the
working level of
the quarry, over
the edge down
to the conveyor
belt taking the
crushed rock
from the shaft-
tunnel system to
the main works
area.

Tunnel portal at
the bottom of the
hill, rock from
the primary
crusher falls
down the shaft
onto a conveyor
belt which
brings it out the
tunnel to the
main works.

Criggion Quarry
Pictures:

View of the main
works of
Criggion Quarry,
from the working
area of the
quarry.

The Tunnel
portal os in the
bottom left
corner of the
photograph.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings, July 1995.

Snailbeach Railway
There is an excellent article on the Snailbeach District Railway’s ore and
supplies wagons with many historic photographs in the October 2005 issue
of  “Narrow Gauge and Industrial Review”.
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“Fodinae Regales”
Re-reading the book “Fodinae
Regales” by Sir John Pettus
published in 1670 the following was
noted:

1) on page 14 - re Richard II (reign
1377 - 99)
“The King to Hugh Burnell, and
our Sheriff of Salop; whereas we
are informed by James Miner of a
Mine of Copper and Silver in or
near the Lordship or Priory of
Wenlock, whereout no little profit
would accrue to use, if wrought by
experienced workmen. We assign
you to ordain the said James to
work the same without any let, he
not doing anything against the
laws of our Kingdom, or
demolishing any houses or
gardens.”

Witness the King at Westminster 4
June Anno 17, Regnc, Rot.12

2) On page 90 - re Edward VI (reign
1547-53), Laws relating to the
Barmoot Court at Wirksworth
covering lead mining seem to have
been signed in “Salop”.

Does anyone have more information
on either of the above? Please send
to the editor or I.J.Brown.

Meetings at Rescue
Station

The Midland Institute of Mining
Engineers based in Yorkshire now
hold their monthly meetings at the
New Mines Rescue Station,
Kellingley Colliery. Normally a
lecturer gives a talk on a mining
subject which is also video linked to

sub-branch meetings in Nottingham,
University of Leeds and Camborne
School of Mines.
At Kellingley there is a large screen
on one wall showing each of the
other groups listening, presumably
they have one of the speaker.
Questioners can be seen giving their
questions - it is almost face to face
dialogue!

Tar Tunnel
The Tar Tunnel (at Coalport) is
referred to extensively in an article
“British Oil - developments in the
Ironbridge Gorge during the 17th and
18th Centuries” by Paul Luter in
Broseley Local History Society
Journal No.27, 2005. It even gives the
names of the foremen during its
construction; William Hombersley
and Darby Ford.

News Round-Up 2
by Ivor Brown

Mystery Equipment
During a visit to Wheal Concord,
near Blackwater (SW 7273 4601) as
part of the SCMC visit in 1994, a large
collection of ore dressing equipment
was scattered about the site.

Most of the equipment was easily
recognisable - tube (or rod) mills, ball
mills, shaking screens, spiral
classifiers, and hydro-cyclones
(these were unusual in that they

appeared to be made of a plastic or
bakelite rather than metal!).

However, there were 4 sets of
‘things’ which are a little puzzling
(see below). They appeared to be
made of three metal chambers, with
lids or covers that went over the top.

Between each cover was a brake
lever, which not only appeared to

apply a brake but also hinged open
the lid or cover.

Could these be some form of rotating
bag filter, which had to be regularly
stopped and the filter removed?

Presumably liquid slurry or fines was
being passed through them to
retrieve tin ore. if you have any
suggestions, pleas let me know.

Kelvin

Pete Etchells
examining one of
the mystery
objects.
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Deeside Tramway, Slab Mill, Quarries and Moel Fferna
by Kelvin Lake

While many members are likely to be
familiar with Moel Fferna mine and
quarry, the nearby Deeside Slab
Quarry (SJ 138 404), mill and tramway
tend to be over looked.

Prior to the construction, in 1865, of
the Ruabon to Barmouth railway,
(which boosted slate working
through-out the Llangollen area)
Moel Fferna and the Deeside Slab
Quarries had been worked from early
times on a small scale providing
material for local use, such as slate
floors, steps, window sills, paths and
fencing.

The Slab Quarry lies about a mile and
a half below Moel Fferna on the
eastern-side of the Nant Y Pandy
valley. It sent it’s output down a
tramway to the north to the Nant Y
Pandy mill (SJ 148 417) lower down
the valley, where it took advantage of
the abundant water supply to power
a 30ft. diameter water wheel, planers
and sand-saws. This early tramway
was interesting for it’s use of
‘wooden’ rails - long lengths of wood
(approximately 4m long) with iron
plates or flanges fitted to the top.

In 1876 a company was formed to
work both quarries. The tramway was
improved and extended south-west
around the head of the valley to
Moel Fferna, while at the lower
(northern end) a long incline was
built to carry the tramway down the
hill, under the Holyhead Road to
Glyndyfrdwy Station. A winding
house was built at the top of this
incline (the remains of this can still be
found) and the tramway followed the
contour form here to the mill.

The quarries were very successful, at
their peak employing up to 200 men.
Although the quality of the slates
from the Llangollen area was not very
good, it was found that they lasted
much longer in drier climates, so
much of the trade was with the
continent, and even South Africa and
Australia. However, things changed
during the First World War many of
the skilled men left and there was a
recession in the world slate trade.

Deeside Slab Quarry
As the name suggests the quarry
was worked primarily for slabs. The
vein was approximately 18 metres
thick and the slabs varying in
thickness from a half to three or four
inches were very easily quarried and
required little in the way of working
and dressing.

The Slab Quarry worked in
conjunction with the Slate Quarry
(Moel Fferna), but demand for slabs
steadily fell off until by 1915 there
were only 3 men ( brothers David and
John Lloyd of Glandyffryn Farm, and
Bobby Jones of Bryn Farm) working
in the quarry. They had a serious
accident in 1915, John and Bobby
were killed outright and David only
managed to get help by crawling to
the edge of the quarry and shouting
across the valley to Plasnewydd
Farm. This incident marked the end
for the slab mill, it closed completely
in 1923.

Nant Y Pandy Mill
All the output from the Deeside Slab
Quarry was brought down the valley
to the mill. The site had a 30’ water
wheel (although the remains of the
pit seem much larger), which powered
a range of planers and sand-saws in a
large adjoining shed. Other buildings
include offices, a stable, forge,
joiners workshop (all the machinery,
trucks and rails were repaired here)
and a range of smaller sheds where
slabs were finished by hand (e.g. the
making of grooves and slots for vats
and sinks).

Water to drive the wheel came via a
leat from a reservoir about a quarter
of a mile further up the valley, where
two small streams join the Pandy.

Left: Deeside
Slab Quarry, the
size of the quarry
does not seem
to ‘fit’ with the
amount of waste
on the
surrounding
hillside!

The iron strip in
the foreground
may be a flange
from a ‘wooden’
rail.

Below: Head of the Slab Quarry
incline, Moel Fferna is off to the top
right.

The twin horizontal wheel winding
house is at the top (where  Ian
Cooper is sitting), with the brake
lever house on the right.
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The water was regulated by a sluice
gate (parts of which still remain). The
tramway crosses below the dam, the
leat initially runs in a trough level
with the tramway, then lower down it
was carried on stone piers built into
the hillside, until it went through a
large pipe over the tramway to the
water wheel.

As demand for slab increased in the
late 1800s, modern cutting and
planning machinery was brought in
to improve the quality, size and finish
of the slabs. Large slabs were used in

laboratories, hospitals (operating
tables) and for billiard tables. Slabs
for water cisterns, whiskey vats and
household troughs all had to be
grooved and fitted together with
great accuracy. When vats for
whisky and beer were ordered, men
from the quarry would be sent to
assemble them. The quarry received a
lot of orders from Ireland, and

apparently the ‘fitters’ thoroughly
enjoyed their work!

All quarrymen were supplied with
free slabs for making local
gravestones and coffins and others
were charged only a small sum. The
custom gradually died out but some
slabs were provided even right up to
the time the quarry closed.

In 1923, when the Slab Quarry was
finally closed the water wheel was
broken up (parts are said to still exist
at the ruined farm of Cwm Canol), the

Deeside Tramway, Slab Mill, Quarries and Moel Fferna
continued ...

mill dismantled and abandoned.

Moel Fferna slate was never
processed at Nant Y Pandy as it had
it’s own mill and splitting sheds -
much of which still survives).

Moel Fferna
Despite the closure of Deeside, Moel
Fferna carried on working, although
the Company did not have an easy
time. Skilled workers were lost during
World War II and in 1947 to try and
keep the men, two lorries were
purchased to carry them to and from
the quarry, saving them the  3½ to 4
mile walk. One of the lorries set out at
7.30 a.m. from Glyndyfrdwy Post
Office, the other brought men from
Carrog.

Finished slates were still taken down
the tramway to the station until 1950.
After this date they were taken down
by lorry. By 1960, Moel Fferna was
no longer viable and finally closed.

Remains of the reservoir dam about ¼ mile upstream
from the mill site.

Inside the 30ft. water wheel pit, with a standard ‘Kelvin’
for scale - the pit seems very large!.

Above: Remains of
the Joiners and
fitters workshop.

Right: Interior of the
Joiners, with it’s
slowly decaying
heavy slate roof.
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The Tramway
The tramway was the major transport
route for both the quarries and the
mill. Loaded trucks descended the
line by gravity - it dropped about
400m in approximately 3 miles. Moel
Fferna quarry mill floor is roughly on
the 500m aod contour, while
Glyndyfrdwy Station is about 110m
aod.

There were 3 wire rope hauled
inclines on the line, one at Moel
Fferna Quarry, one on the west side
of the Slab Quarry and the final one
from above the village to the Station.

The first two inclines appear to have
had a pair of horizontal winding
sheaves controlled by long brake
levers, while the Station incline
seems to have had a traditional
winding drum mounted above the
tracks, also controlled by a brake
lever.

When the tramway was extended to
Moel Fferna, iron rails were used,
while in the older lower section
‘wooden’ rails (4cm wide, 400cm
long, 10cm deep) with iron flanges
were still in use up until closure
(some, minus their flanges, still
survive!). The gauge is quoted as
being 18” (0.457m), but based on
measurements of the surviving
‘wood’ rails, may have been larger.

Two types of trucks were used, slate
trucks were 5ft. (1.5m) long by 4ft.
(1.2m) wide with straight sides, while

slab trucks were larger and had no
sides - the slab would be laid on the
truck and a man would walk behind
controlling it with an extended
handbrake which worked on all four
wheels.

The trucks would be filled during the
day, then in the evening they would
be brought down the tramway (with
the men sitting on top of the load and
one man at the back standing on a
bumper working the brake).  In bad
weather when the rails were wet, icy
or covered in leaves, it was
apparently difficult to control the
trucks!

At the inclines, 2 loaded trucks
would be sent down, pulling 2 loaded
ones up. Horses hired from local
farms would be used in the morning
to move the empty trucks from one
incline to the next. Three horses from
New Inn Farm would move 2 trucks
each from the top of the Station
incline to the bottom of the Slab

Quarry incline, while three horses
from Tan-y-Graig would move 3
trucks each along the ‘shallower’
route from the top of the Slab Quarry
incline to the bottom of the large
incline at Moel Fferna. During the
course of a morning they could move
up to 12 trucks (their owners were
paid by the number of trucks moved).
In the afternoon they returned to
their respective farms to continued
working there.

There were some accidents, mainly
caused by men jumping off moving
trucks, however there was only one
death through this cause in the entire
life of the Quarries.

When the slates and slabs reached
the Station they were loaded into
railway wagons and sent to the
Midlands and southern ports like
Southampton, Plymouth and even
Torquay for shipment to France,
Germany and Holland.

Deeside Tramway, Slab Mill, Quarries and Moel Fferna
continued ...

Right: Drum
house at the top
of the Station
incline, the
tramway follows
th contour from
here, past the
camera position
to the Slab Mill.

Below: Deeside Slab Quarry and tramway as seen across the valley from near Plas Newydd farm. The dashed
line indicates the route of the tramway from the Mill (off to the left), past the quarry, up the incline (middle to top right
of picture) then off to Moel Fferna (away on the right).
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Deeside Tramway, Slab Mill, Quarries and Moel Fferna
continued ...

winding house

mill

Carrog

Penarth

Penarth
Mine

River Dee - Afon Dyfrdwy

Glyndyfrdwy

Station

drum house

Fron Heulog

Allt-y-celyn

Cwm Isaf

Nant

Cwm
Canol

Tan-y-Graig

Cwm-uchaf

Plas Newydd

Tan-y-Wern

Deeside

Slab Quarry

reservoir

Slab Mill
Deeside

yard

winding house

Moel Fferna
Slate Quarry

shaft

Sketch map showing location of
Deeside Slab Quarry, Mill, Tramway
and Moel Fferna Quarry

Based on the 1:25 000 Ordnance Survey map

= Small parking place for access to Moel Fferna,
the upper section of the tramway and the Slab Quarry

To reach the mil and lower section of the tramway
park in the village of Glyndyfrdwy.

tramway

A5

PO

Ruabon-Barmouth Railway

41

13

42

13

41

15

N

(O.S. grid
point)

Note
The section of the tramway from
Tan-y-Graig to just below the
Slab Quarry is not a public
footpath or on Access land.

Tramway ‘Rails’
Around the Slab Mill there are a
number of interesting remains
relating to the tramway. The most
fascinating are the fragments of
wooden ‘rail’, at least 2 lengths are
still insitu (ath the northern end of
the main mill building near the bottom
of the incline) with tie-bars attached
to where the other rail would have
been. Each wooden ‘rail’ was
connected to the next one with metal
plates.

The ends of the tie-bars (which are
102cm long) appear to be bedded on
slate blocks or bearers, with a
distance between tie-bars of 380cm.

Left: Section of wooden ‘rail’ with the
tape measure indicating the tie-bar
and the 20cm chequered rule the
connecting plate.
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Deeside Tramway, Slab Mill, Quarries and Moel Fferna
continued ...

Right: Details of the end of one of
the wooden ‘rails’ near the mill, with
a 20cm chequered rule for scale.

The wood is 10cm deep, 4cm
across the top and 4m long.

It is not exactly clear how the iron
flanges that were on top of the wood
fitted to the rails, unless they had a
right-angled section at the ends
which were bolted to either the wood
or the ends of the tie-bars.

Left: Details of the end of one of the tie-bars, still attached to a
connecting plate.

Chequered Scale = 20cm in 1cm squares.

All pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings, 2005

Below: Pete Eggleston, indicating the remains of a tie-bar and
connecting plates, with some timber still in place close to the
mill reservoir (about a quarter of a mile up-stream of the mill).
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Mexican Mine Explosion

Papua Mine Protesters
The protesters are demanding the
right to continue their illegal mining
in the area and say they will not leave
until they have met the mine’s boss.

Hundreds of families in the area are
believed to earn a living by searching
for small deposits of gold in waste
rock left behind by the mine.

The police say negotiations with the
protesters are continuing and the
atmosphere is reported to be calm.

Freeport’s operations in Papua have
come under considerable scrutiny
after reports that the company paid
substantial sums of money to military
and police officials to help secure its
mine.

BBC News reports
22nd Feb. 2006

can save the men, although they
have not managed to make contact
with them yet.

Due to the presence of high levels of
methane in the mine, the searchers
are not using any mechanical
equipment for fear of causing new
explosions.

Most of the men are thought to be
trapped in tunnels at least 2km (1.25
miles) into the mine. Ten men who
were underground at the time of the
first explosion escaped safely, and
another 12 were rescued, suffering

from burns and broken bones.
The mine passed a labour ministry
safety check only two weeks ago, a
mine official said.

Mexico's National Miners Union has
called for a full investigation as soon
as the rescue operation is completed.

There have been a number of fatal
mining accidents in Coahuila state.
The worst was in 1969, when more
than 153 miners were killed in a pit at
the village of Barroteran.

Compiled from news reports

At the time of writing (24th Feb.)
rescuers were still battling to save 65
Mexican mine workers trapped
underground in a coal mine near the
town of San Juan de Sabinas, 100km
(60 miles from the Texas border) in
the northern state of Coahuila.

Following  since an explosion on
Sunday 19th February part of the
main shaft collapsed shaft, this has
been cleared allowing fresh air to
enter the workings, although there
are still a number of roof falls in the
roadways blocking the way forward.
Rescue teams are hopeful that they

Production at a lucrative gold mine in
the Indonesian province of Papua has
been suspended because of a
demonstration by local illegal miners.

Around 300 men, women and
children, some armed with bows and
arrows and home-made spears, have
set up barricades across the road
leading to the mine, that is being
protected by some 400 police and
soldiers. Clashes between the two
sides on Tuesday (21st February) left
two security guards injured.

The American owned mine is one of
the world’s largest gold and copper
mines. Earlier this month, police and
officials from the mine, which is
operated by a subsidiary of the firm
Freeport McMoran, conducted a
number of raids to remove illegal
prospectors from the site.

News Round-Up 3
Foreign Mines

Indonesian Pollution
The US mining giant Newmont is
accused of polluting an area of North
Sulawesi, Indonesia and has agreed
to pay the Indonesian government
$30m in an out-of-court settlement
over alleged pollution. The money
will be paid over 10 years to fund
environmental monitoring and
community development.

The Indonesian government will drop
a civil case against Newmont, but a
criminal trial (started last August) of
Richard Ness, president of Newmont
Minahasa Raya, will continue, he
faces a maximum 10-year jail sentence
if convicted.

The civil suit had sought damages of
$133m from the US firm, but the case
was thrown out by a court last
November.

Newmont Minahasa Raya and Mr.
Ness are accused of knowingly
dumping waste on  Buyat Bay an
island in North Sulawesi province,
about 1,300 miles north east of
Jakarta.

The Indonesian authorities claim
local residents have suffered serious
skin diseases and neurological
disorders after being exposed to
abnormally high levels of toxic metals
including mercury and arsenic.

The firm, which began operations in
the area in 1996, says it has fully
complied with environmental
regulations relating to waste removal
from the mine, which closed in 2004.
It insists there is no credible
scientific evidence pointing to any
environmental pollution.

In its defence, the firm is expected to

point to independent research -
including a report commissioned by
the World Health Organisation -
arguing that no environmental
damage was caused and that traces
of heavy metal deposits found on
villagers were within acceptable
levels.

BBC News Reports 16/2/2006
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire - Oakengates Railway Tunnel,
Part 1 by Ivor Brown
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In the early 1970s the writer was
asked to do a preliminary study of
the ground conditions around the
Railway Tunnel at Oakengates on the
Chester - Didcot Line of British
Railways. It was proposed to
construct a major new road and a slip
road over the tunnel and it was
known that there had been other
canals (and another short tunnel),
several railways and a number of
highways in this vicinity (see map on
page 6 and schematic section left).

The Oakengates Railway (or
Greyhound, after the nearby
Inn) Tunnel is 427 yards
long and was opened as part
of the Shrewsbury to
Birmingham Railway Line in
1850. It carries double track
and is still used as the main
Chester to Didcot Line, it’s
position at the bottom of the
valley between the parallel
ridges of Ketley-Hill Top and
The Nabb-Snedshill is a
natural point of confluence
for all communication paths
in the area.

The general history of
communication at this point
known as ‘The Greyhound’
is as follows.

a) The Shropshire Canal was
constructed through the
valley in 1792, with a
short tunnel beneath an
existing highway which
crossed the valley at this
point. To the north the
canal formed a junction
with the Ketley Canal, in
use from 1788 to about
1820.

b) The early highway was
re-aligned and laid out
before 1819, as a
diversion for Watling
Street traffic, then
becoming heavily
conjested in the
Oakengates central area.
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from “Shropshire News, Wellington Advertiser & Mineral District Reporter”,
September 27th, 1855.

OAKENGATES

ACCIDENT AT THE TUNNEL - Since the opening of the
Shrewsbury and Birmingham Railway in 1849 fears have been
entertained by many persons as to the safety of the tunnel at
Oakengates owing to the nature of the ground through which it was
constructed and the fact of the canal crossing it in two places. Not
withstanding these suspicions the whole of the works have stood
quite secure until yesterday morning, when an accident happened
which, if it had occurred a few hours afterwards, would have
caused considerable destruction of property and most likely a loss
of life. It appears that there is an old pit-shaft which adjoins the wall
of the tunnel, also the canal by which it is crossed at about 60 yards
from the east end of the tunnel.

This pit-shaft was originally about 40 yards deep, but a few years
ago a platform was made by the Lilleshall Company across the pit
at about 20 yards from the surface and the part of the pit above this
platform was then filled up. Underneath this platform was a
quantity of water which acted as a support to it. This water has
recently been abstracted, and in consequence, the platform gave
way and the whole of the materials above it fell in. The water of the
canal immediately flowed into this shaft with such force as to tear
asunder the masonry of the tunnel, about  a yard square, on a level
of the line of the rails, through which aperture the water got into the
tunnel.

The rush of water was very great, and its reverberation through the
tunnel caused a report resembling thunder. The accident was
discovered shortly after seven o’clock, when the line of railway
from the breach to a considerable distance below the Oakengates
station was for some time submerged in water at least a foot deep.
At the bridge over Oakengates a considerable quantity of ballast
was torn away and houses in the neighbourhood completely
flooded.

The passengers by the first down train had to proceed from the
Dark-lane to the station at Oakengates a distance of about a mile,
in the best way they could, and were afterwards forwarded to
Wellington, Shrewsbury, etc., by the up train, which returned, not
being able to get through the tunnel. On the discovery of the
accident a number of men, under the direction of Mr. Knox, station
master at Oakengates, proceeded to the mouth of the shaft and
commenced sinking a boat in the canal, as close to the shaft as they
possibly could. Stops were afterwards placed in the canal and the
water in a great measure prevented from flowing into the shaft. The
accident was not of so serious a matter as at first supposed, though
considerable damage has been done. Traffic was resumed on both
lines of rail in the course of the day.

c) The long tunnel for the
Shrewsbury to Birmingham
Railway was constructed below
the valley floor, passing beneath
from South to North, the
Shropshire Canal, Greyhound Hill
Road, the London to Holyhead
Road (A5) and the bed of the
Ketley Canal. This tunnel was
opened to traffic in 1850.

According to the Regional History
of the Railways Vol.7 “The West
Midlands” by R.Christiansen 1983,
the Oakengates Tunnel was
constructed to GWR broadgauge
dimensions, it met many problems
in construction with rock fractures
(subsidence?) and springs of
water. In August 1848 the railway
consultant, Robert Stephenson,
reported his concern that the
tunnel construction was
‘backward’ (behind schedule); and
caused the navvies to work day
and night to catch up.

d) In 1855 an incident is recorded
which could have had very
serious consequences.

The tunnel crosses a geological
fault (Greyhound Fault) with
shallow and moderately deep
seams of coal and ironstone on
the respectively opposite sides,
but all areas have been extensively
mined through numerous shafts.

An old shaft existed which passed
alongside the Shropshire Canal
(still in water) and alongside the
wall of the railway tunnel, only a
couple of metres below it.
Movement in the shaft fill
permitted the canal water to travel
down the shaft and break through
into the tunnel.

The local newspaper (the
“Shropshire News, Wellington
Advertiser & Mineral District
Reporter”) reported the incident in
it’s  September 27th, 1855 issue.
(see box, right):

Mining Incidents in Shropshire - Oakengates Railway Tunnel,
Part 1 continued ...

To be continued ...
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire - Oakengates Railway Tunnel,
Part 1 continued ...
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What the Journals Were Saying

Unlike most clays of this class, the ‘Broseley Clay’
is not procured by the usual openwork system,
but is mined, the clay getters have to descend
shafts, make gate roads and air headings, using
large quantities of pit timber and other necessaries
for the clays working, in fact, similarly to the
methods used in the Stourbridge district for
getting fire clay. The gate roads are usually driven
to the boundary; when reached, a portion of clay
is undermined, a charge of mining powder is
used, and a large quantity of clay is sent to the
surface. This operation is repeated, the miners
retreating little by little towards the shaft until that
section of the mine is exhausted.

The work is sometimes done by day or weekly

‘BRITISH CLAYWORKER’, MAY 1894
THE METHOD OF WORKING SHROPSHIRE’S BROSELEY OR RED CLAY

wage, and sometimes by contract. When by the
latter the contractor finds all the labour down the
pit, the remuneration being based upon the quantity
of stacks of clay raised to the surface, the stack
being 6ft 2in x 6ft 2in x 3ft 1in, and the weight
about 5 tons. The price for getting is about 1s per
ton, exclusive of the engine driver and banks-
man. The red clay is picked out and sent up
separately, for this an extra 3d or 4d a ton is paid
to the contractor. The shaft usually in operation is
about 7ft. to 9ft. diameter, and extends to a depth
of 20 or 30ft; the cost of sinking would be about
30s per yard. It requires two of these shafts to
every mile; one being the air shaft, the other for
raising the clay to the surface.

An accident of the most alarming and serious
nature occurred in the village of Hanwood near
Shrewsbury early on Saturday morning when the
mill used by the Wotherton Barytes Company
suddenly collapsed and the building was totally
wrecked.

The mill, which is a long brick structure, is situated
at the bottom of the lane which leads to the Rea
Brook and used for the purpose of grinding spar.

The machinery is such which is of heavy description
and the shafting, wheels and pulleys employed run
through the whole building of four storeys. At
about seven o'clock when the workmen were at
the various occupations some bricks fell and a
cracking noise which was heard above the noise of
the machinery alarmed them.
 All of the occupants but two were enabled to quit
the building and the central part of the mill
collapsed.

A man called Samuel Rogers whose duty was to
repair barrels was working at the end of his bench
and his little boy, five years of age, who had
recently come to keep his father company, was at
the other end of the bench in the middle of the
room. A strange feature of the affair is that the
walls and both ends of the building were left
standing and while the father was perfectly
unharmed, the boy, who was only a few foot away
was crushed underneath and when his body was
found, quite dead.

HANWOOD MILL COLLAPSES
FRIDAY DECEMBER 18, 1897.

The Barytes Factory at Hanwood, where a fatal
catastrophe occurred a short time ago, has been
the scene of another alarming accident. Since the
collapse of the mill men have been engaged in
clearing away the debris which almost completely
choked the lower part of the building.

During these operations on Wednesday an arch
over the first floor supporting a number of barrels
gave way during the latter’s removal. Samuel
Rogers (37), a cooper, and John Jones, labourer,
fell a distance of about 20 feet to the ground
below, Jones being wedged in between the barrels.
He was extricated with great difficulty and sustained
serious injuries. Rogers was felled to the ground
and struck a violent blow on the head, and he, as
well as Jones, had to be medically attended. What
the result would have been if a large arm of iron
had not prevented one, and perhaps two, of the
casks falling upon Jones can only be conjectured.

It is a singular coincidence that Rogers is the father
of the boy who was killed a short time since by the
collapse of the mill.

submitted by Ivor Brown
ANOTHER ACCIDENT AT HANWOOD

TWO MEN INJURED.
1ST JANUARY 1898.

Shrewsbury Chronicle, December 19, 1897

Wellington Journal and Shrewsbury News,

Hanwood items submitted by
Brian Tildesley and Steve Dewhirst.
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Shropshire Mines One Hundred Years Ago (1906)
by Ivor Brown

Hugh Johnson, the Mines Inspector
reported:

a) 2,804 men employed underground
in ‘coal’ mines (including 2 boys
age 13) and 640 on the surface
(including 4 age 12-13). 68 females
on the surface (8 ages 14-15). Total
3,512 persons employed in 63 pits.

The workers produced 799,384 tons
coal, 18,561 tons fireclay, 18,758
tons ironstone, 190 tons pyrites
and 50,227 tons red clay.
Total 887,120 tons of mineral.

b) There were no coal-cutting
machines at work, but productivity
overall had risen to 253 tons per
person employed, still well below
the National average of 374 tons.

c) There were two deaths from
accidents, both in coal mines; a
coal getter died at Woodhouse
No.2 Pit where some coal and shale
fell on him in an airway, and a 17
year old ‘assistant taker-off’ died
when he fell from a landing part
way down a shaft to the bottom.
There were no comments on any
other accident in the County (in
coal mines).

d) As last year the Inspector carried
out a full survey of, types of lamp,
method of locking and illuminants.
Numbers were similar to last year
and the number of electric lamps
had increased by 5 to 763. He was
still trying to reduce the proportion
of lamps using screw locks, this
had fallen from 55% to 47%. (It was
only 5% in North Staffs, but 74% in
South Staffs).

e) Three mines had been granted an
exemption by the Secretary of State
from the need to have a second
means of egress (probably because
they employed very few persons),
they were Victoria, Lawley Furnace
and Dunge No.1. The owner of
Dunge had been prosecuted for
not having a second means or an
exemption certificate by the
Inspector. He was fined £3 with £2-
17s costs. No miners were
prosecuted in Shropshire by the
Inspector or Owners (but 45

prosecutions were carried out in
Staffordshire).

f) There were 12 “non-coal” mines at
work (an increase of 4 since 1905),
employing 164 underground (131 in
1905) and 92 on the surface (60 in
1905). There was one female
employed giving a total of 256 (192
in 1905). The increase appears to
have been due to an upsurge in the
barytes industry. The mines
produced 9,597 tons barytes (8,932
in 1905), 680 tons lead ore (683),
170 tons zinc ore (654) and 1,232
tons limestone (1,560). The
limestone produced included 468
tons calcspar.

There were no fatal accidents and
no prosecutions during the year.

g) There were 73 quarries at work in
Shropshire (52 in 1905) employing

1,354 persons (1,394 in 1905) but
only one of these was female.
These produced 42,618 tons brick
clay (but see below), 320,664 tons
igneous rock, 14,004 tons sand and
gravel, 161,609 tons limestone and
33,786 tons sandstone. Total
mineral was 572,681 tons.

Additionally there were 6 quarries
employing 31 persons producing
clay and exceeding 30ft. in depth.
Total produced 42,618 tons.

During the year there was one fatal
accident in Shropshire, a
quarryman at Granhams Moor
Sandstone Quarry was killed by
falling rock. There were also four
non-fatal accidents due to falls of
ground, two at Clee Hill basalt and
two at Sharpstones quartzite
quarries.

WELLINGTON JOURNAL & SHREWSBURY NEWS, MARCH 1, 1906
EXPLOSION AT A QUARRY NEAR WELLINGTON.

TWO QUARRYMEN INJURED
An alarming accident occurred on Wednesday at Rushton, near Wellington,
when William Active of Rushton, and Walter Griffiths of Eaton Constantine,
were severely injured as the result of an explosion at the stone quarry, called
the “Rushton Rock Hole”, which is situated under the Wrekin.

It appears that the men, who were at work in the quarry, put in a charge of gun-
powder or some other explosive, and then retired a safe distance away.

The charge did not explode after the usual interval, and the men went into
the quarry again with the result that the charge immediately exploded, and
both men sustained dreadful injuries, their faces being terribly lacerated.
Dr.Wedd was summoned, and the workmen were removed to the Eye and
Ear Hospital at Shrewsbury. At one time it was thought that owing to the
dreadful nature of the injuries they would lose their sight, but hopes are now
entertained that such will not be the case, and that the men will eventually
recover. Active’s cap was found in a field 20 or 30 yards from where the
explosion occurred.

PETTY SESSIONS, DECEMBER 15, 1906
BROSELEY - TUESDAY

Before Mr. R. F. Ayre (Mayor), Mr. B. Maddox,
and Dr. G. D. Collins.

MINES ACT.— Samuel Davies, manager of the Dunge Coalpit, Broseley, was
charged with a breach of the Coal Mines Regulation Act by unlawfully
permitting certain persons to be in the mine for the purpose of employment
therein whilst there were not two shafts or outlets.-Mr. Ashwell (Hanley), who
appeared for the inspector of mines (Mr. Johnstone), said defendant was liable
to a penalty of £20.—Defendant pleaded guilty, and was fined £5 17s.,
including costs, in default, distress or one month’s imprisonment.
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Lord Tankerville has for some months been
endeavouring to re-open the various lead mines
on his Shropshire estate, which have been closed
for many years. Operations at some of the mines
have already commenced. Lord and Lady
Tankerville, accompanied by Mrs. Van Marten,
arrived from London on Tuesday night at
Minsterley Station. The station premises were
packed with miners awaiting their arrival, which
was marked by the discharge of fog signals. The
miners insisted upon drawing his lordship’s
carriage themselves. The Minsterley Brass Band
headed a torchlight procession to Snailbeach,
where Lord and Lady Tankerville have taken
apartments.

A halt was made at Ploxgreen, when Lady
Tankerville addressed the large concourse of
people. Her ladyship said that Lord Tankerville
was sorry he could not address them, as he was
suffering from a severe cold. Continuing, her
ladyship said: — “We are very grateful for the
hearty welcome you have given us. We have all
been praying for great things to happen in this
neighbourhood, and great things are going to
take place in these valleys of yours. We must give
God all the praise. This great gathering is a sign of
the good things to come”.

Lady Tankerville’s speech was heartily cheered.

WELLINGTON JOURNAL & SHREWSBURY NEWS, FEBRUARY 17, 1906
THE MINERS’ GREETING -

RE-OPENING THE SHROPSHIRE LEAD MINES.

Note:
Tuesday night referred to above
would have been Tuesday, 13th
February 1906.

Journal items submitted by Steve Dewhirst

Lord Tankerville was very keen to re-
open his lead mines and it may
explain why the number of lead mines
in Shropshire went up from 6 to 10 in
this period.

Eventually his Lordship decided to
develop Round Hill Mine in
preference to his other workings.

Shropshire Mines One Hundred Years Ago (1906)
continued ...

Harworth Colliery, Notts.
UK Coal has announced that the Colliery will be
mothballed when the current face is worked out.
On a visit to the mine in 2004 they employed  460
men and were working the Deep Soft Seam (at
just over 990m deep) and were hoping to drive a
long 4km roadway under old workings into an
touched reserve of the Top Hard (Barnsley)
seam. However poor ground conditions and gas
are causing problems. At Harworth coal is wound
in skips by a continuous rope (4 ropes) computer
controlled winder (no engine driver!), a
fascinating machine to see in operation - the
speed of the skips was incredible!

Welbeck Colliery
Visible from the top of the winding tower at
Harworth, UK Coal have also announced cuts in
manpower at Welbeck, dashing any hopes that
miners from Harworth might be transferred here.

Rossington Colliery, Doncaster
UK Coal is planning to cease production at
Rossington and by the time Below is printed it
may have already closed.

Britsh Coal Mines Update
The winding
tower of the
continuous
rope winder
at Harworth
Colliery

View of the
coal stock
yard, rail
distribution
point & the
long conveyor
to the tips,
from the top
of the winder
tower at
Harworth
Colliery

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings, 2004
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Drakelow Plans
Plans have been put forward to turn
the underground WWII complex at
Drakelow into an underground
rehabilitation centre for ex-offenders
and homeless people by the
Birmingham based charity ‘Jericho’.

The charity claims that up to 400 jobs
could be created as a result. Local
residents opposed to the scheme
said it was unsuitable for the area.

Plans sent to Wyre Forest District
Council include a sort of ‘Eden’ dome
over one of the tunnel entrances!

News Reports, 31/1/2006

French Cave Art
French caver, Gerard Jourdy, has
discovered prehistoric cave art, in a
chamber in the Vilhonneur forest, in
caves once used to dispose of animal
carcasses.

The discovery was made in
November, but kept secret while
initial examinations were carried out.
The paintings included a hand in
cobalt blue.  Mr. Jourdy also said he
saw a sculpture of a face made from a
stalactite - which would be a first for
the era, but experts were dubious
about this claim.

The bones of two complete hyena
skeletons (which is rare), plus human
bones, tibias, vertebrae and
shoulder-blades were amongst the
debris in the cave.

The French culture ministry
confirmed the findings, but said that
although the discovery was of
interest, the paintings were not as
spectacular as those in the Cosquer
and Chauvet caves in the Ardeche.

The Lascaux Caves, in the Dordogne,
are among the best known and most
important prehistoric sites of Stone
Age cave art.

Experts think the caves were used for
hunting rituals and shamanistic rites,
and that the first paintings were done
some 17,000 years ago.

BBC Reports 6/2/2006

Tower to Close
Tower Colliery, near Hirwaun, the last
remaining mine on the south Wales
coalfield, is to close within three
years.

The mine was closed by the NCB in
April 1994 when it was deemed
‘uneconomic’, it’s miners were not
convinced and a group of 239 of
them raised £2m by each contributing
£8,000 of their redundancy money to
buy the colliery, which reopened in
January 1995.

It has remained profitable since then,
but the coal seams being worked by
Tower’s 375-strong workforce will be
exhausted in two to three years.

Tower chairman Tyrone O’Sullivan
said: “Probably we’ll be the only pit
in the world to work its last remnants
of coal.  We’ve seen the early
closures of other pits, but we, in
many ways, are celebrating.  At least
we’ve been allowed, to work these
last remnants of coal from Tower.”

Tower’s impending closure may not
represent the final chapter in the
story of mining in south Wales.

The miners from Tower are hoping to
go down to Aberpergwm (near
Glynneath), where there is a small
mine that they might be able to
develop into a larger concern and
continue the mining tradition in
South Wales.

The Tower chairman added that the
company formed by the Tower
miners was likely to go on to
redevelop the Tower colliery site.

“We own 480 acres of land, we want
to fetch that back into the use of the
people of the valley,” he said.

“I think housing, factories, lakes,
streams - the Tower story will go on
for many years.”

News and Internet Reports
27th January, 2006

News Round-Up 4

Lost Mine to be
Explored

A deep hole which suddenly
appeared in a field at Gwernymynydd
near Mold is attracting cavers who
wish to explore the old lead mine
workings below ground that were last
used almost a century ago.

The hole is believed to be at least
540ft deep and cavers said they were
interested in getting down to 300ft
where the lead vein was worked.

The shaft was used to haul ore from
Gwernymynydd Mine worked by
Brunner Mond & Co.

From the date official records started
in 1845 until 1938, Flintshire and
Denbighshire mines produced nearly
660,000 tons of lead and almost
342,000 tons of zinc.

Old Glory No.193,
March 2006

“Worked Out”
A new series of 5 radio programmes
started on Tuesday 14th February on
Radio 4 presented by poet Ian
McMillan, exploring the marginal
coalfields of the UK. Memories of
Britain’s coalfields have faded since
most of them closed 20 years ago,
many people don’t even remember
that coal was recently mined in
Somerset, Kent, Shropshire, Cumbria
and the Forest of Dean.

The series started with a visit to
Madeley (Shropshire), where he met
and interviewed 85 year old Jack
Smart. Some Club members will know
of Jack, he has helped with the proof-
reading of many of Ivor Brown’s
articles on Madeley mines and
contributed a lot of information on
the area. Ian’s meeting with Jack
prompted him to write a poem about
the “memories of underground
flooding his head”.

You can find our more about Jack
Smart, his life and recollections of
working at Kemberton Pit on the
Madeley Local History web site:

www.localhistory.madeley.org.uk
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The Chairman, D.R.Adams, reported
at the September AGM that this had
been the greatest year of the Club’s
existence. There had been over 160
expeditions and the membership of
the Associate Section had increased
greatly. Twenty trips had been
undertaken to the Brasgyll Gorge
“but little had come of them”. Other
trips had been to Derbyshire,
Sutherland, Somerset and Cornwall
as well as the local area.

Eighteen members and two
associates were present at the AGM,
they heard reports from
representatives of the various
departments, Geology, Newsletter (10
produced during the year), Librarian
(more books but some losses!),
Photography (“too little serious work
being done”), Clubhouse Warden
(“fewer members using it”),
Tacklemaster, Publications Editor (5
Accounts in progress, two would be
published this year. North Wales
Caves by Bob Meeson and
Limestone Mining in Shropshire by
Ivor Brown), The Treasurer (£194 had
passed through his hands, Club
House was just about breaking
even), finally the Secretary
(D.R.Adams) said he had received “a
fantastic quantity of mail” and was

From the Club Archives - 40 years ago
The Club in 1966 by Ivor Brown

spending up to 3 evenings a week on
it plus 2 Sundays per month.

The AGM spent most of its time
discussing a new constitution and a
proposal to drop the class of
Associate Membership put to a vote.
Members were equally split on this,
but the Chairman did not agree with it
as there would almost certainly be a
serious loss of members. Total Club
Membership stood at 68 and balance
for the year was £28 (Subs 25
shillings per year). Thirty five
persons attended the Dinner
afterwards at the Royal Victoria
Hotel, Newport (cost £ 1.50 per
head), and the evening concluded
with a talk with slides on caving by
J.Eyre, President of the Red Rose
Pothole Club.

Probably the highlight of the year
was the January trip to Minera, a
shaft was descended and found to
contain a quantity of grenades and
mortar bombs! Most trips were well
attended (6 to 8), but the February
meeting had 18. This was to visit the
underground at Granville Colliery,
but due to a failure in communication
the trip had to be cancelled and
members visited the surface plant
instead. The ‘Easter Camp’ was

mainly a caving trip to Yorkshire, but
some time was spent looking at the
old smelt mills. An early visit was
made to the Clive Mines and to the
working Shortwoods Colliery near
Wellington. There were two ‘cave
rescue’ callouts during the year and
many lessons were learnt.

The Club also took the tenancy of a
barn at Cilcain to use as a field base
and several trips were undertaken in
the neighbourhood. There seems to
have been very few trips to South
Shropshire during the year and
Llanymynech was only visited on a
few occasions.

The Newsletter during this time was
very short, but concise, using two
sides of a foolscap sheet, all neatly
typed. Two or three sentence reports
were made on most visits, with a
summary of the meetings and the
decisions, a sentence on each
proposed trip for the next month and
a book review or two.

1966 was certainly the year the Club
became fully active and spread it’s
wings (except for the poor old
secretary with all those letters to deal
with).

Dibnahs’s Shaft
Bolton Council has reversed it’s
decision that the fake mine shaft
excavated in his back garden by the
late Fred Dibnah is to be filled in. The
21m shaft, complete with a winding
engine house had been built by Fred
to “celebrate Bolton’s links with
mining”. Quite what will happen to it
now is uncertain.

Geevor Exhibition
A new exhibition has been opened at
Geevor Mine, St. Just, telling the
story of Holmans of St. Just and
Penzance (part of the famous mining
engineers). The mine has brought out
of storage a number of  artefacts that
demonstrate the contribution Cornish
engineering has made to all aspects
of life.

Geevor Tin Mine

Geological Walks
The latest GeoPark, the Brecon
Beacons will be offering guided (by
an experienced geologist) walks
around the Pen-y-Fan and Black
Mountains area.

Further information is available on-
line at: www.breaconbeacons.org

Minerals Online
Aimed at ‘rockhound’ this web site
boast over 600 links to mineral web
sites. It is also a very popular site -
over 98,000 hits per week!

Explore the world of minerals at:
www.the-vug.com

From Stone Chat Vol.26, No.2
Colin Lansdell

Tamar Pollution
Environment officials are looking into
reports of pollution after the Culver
Hill tributary of the River Tamar at
Gunnislake Weir turned bright
orange.

It is believed old mine workings
collapsed, causing ocherous water to
enter the river. Although there is
some concern that the water may
contain heavy metals it is hoped that
very high spring tides will help
disperse the pollution naturally.

No dead fish have been seen yet, but
the Environment Agency is taking
water samples. It says that the colour
is due to iron in the water. If it settles
there is a potential risk to wildlife and
shellfish, but that it would continue
to monitor the situation.

BBC News Reports 2/2/2006
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In 1959 Derbyshire Stone decided to
open two underground mines, nearly
one mile apart, for limestone near
Wirksworth due to the increasing
cost of moving the thick overburden
above their almost pure calcium
carbonate limestone bed. Adits were
driven into the face in both
Middleton and Hopton quarries and
it was intended that eventually the
two mines would join and become
one. The Hopton Mine ran into
difficulties in a geological fault, and
although some further drivage was
done, it was abandoned although it is
still accessible.

Middleton Mine drivage also hit a
fault, but the problem was overcome,
the main heading was 40ft. (12m)
wide and 20ft. (6m) high but reduced

Worth a Visit: Middleton Limestone Mine,
near Wirksworth, Derbyshire 1959-2005

to 30ft. (9m) by 20ft. and pillar and
stall working began. Initial plant
consisted of hand-held drill rigs
operated from a scaffold on the back
of an old dumper truck. Three 19RB
rope-operated quarry face shovels
loaded into Foden dumpers. Roof
scaling was done from the ladder of
an old fire engine. Over the years all
operations have been progressively
modernised and in recent years the
most up-to-date hydraulic plant was
in use.

As the years passed, other levels
were commenced beneath the earlier
workings but using the same pillar
positions, with eventually up to four
levels, each up to 30ft. high,
sometimes joining up to give 60ft.
high and occasionally 100 ft. high

chambers. By 1981 production had
increased to 10,000 tons of limestone
a week from 17 men and by the 1990s
reached over half a million tons per
year from 18 men. By 2000 the
number employed was down to less
than 10 and the last mineral was
extracted in July 2005, although a
blast was carried out in August 2005
to leave the faces safe.

In 1975 a major roof collapse
occurred affecting about 5 acres at
the surface, operations were
amended accordingly to ensure
future safety and the area of collapse,
up to 25 feet in depth, suitably
landscaped. More recently an old
lead miners level has been
encountered with 5 metal jubilee type
trucks still on rails, (possibly dating
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to the mid 19th Century). These have
been photographed and recorded.

The mine finally covered an area
almost completely surrounding the
aborted Hopton Limestone Mine, but
never actually connected with it.
Although very extensive and with
about 30 miles of tunnel the mine still
has considerable reserves of mineral.

Worth a Visit: Middleton Limestone Mine,
near Wirksworth, Derbyshire continued ...

The Peak District Mines Historical
Society visited the mine on several
occasions over the years, the writer
was on one of the earliest on
November 22nd 1964. Through the
kindness of the Company he was
recently allowed to revisit and the
differences in scale and extent was
found to be quite staggering. The
Company have also allowed the

Society to store large mining
artefacts saved from other mineral
operations inside the mine. Both
Society and mine were born in the
same year and it would be wonderful
if the mine could be reopened or a
new use found for it.

Ivor Brown

China
Rescue operation slows as Officials go into hiding

(Saturday, November 26th 2005)

Canadians Rescued
At the end of January (2006)
Rescuers in Canada were able to
bring out 70 miners who were forced
to take refuge in underground safety
rooms after a fire broke out at their
mine.  The accident happened at
03:00 (09:00 GMT) on Sunday 29th
January at a Potash mine operated by
Mosaic Co. in Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan province.

The mine has had fires before,
although none quite as bad as this
one, and had established a number of
safety rooms, with food and water
supplies for up to 36 hours, for the
men to shelter in.

When the fire broke out, about 40 of
the miners were able to contact the
surface and report that they were
safe.  But there were concerns for
another 30 who could not be reached
by radio.

It took rescuers over 20 hours to
bring the fire under control and make
contact with the missing group of
miners, they then had to wait until
the tunnels were cleared of toxic
fumes before bringing the men out.

Compiled from News Reports

At around 10 a.m. Thursday (24th
November 2005), Gaocun Coal Mine
at Shangtuancheng Township of
Wu’an City was flooded while 27
miners were working underground.

Only nine of them managed to escape
the flooded site. The mine, whose
workings extend over 420 meters form
the shaft bottom, is a legal one with
all necessary certified documents for
mining.

A manhunt for the leaders of the coal
mine is underway, according to local
police.

Alan Vickers

A rescue operation in a flooded coal
mine in Wu’an City, in North China’s
Hebei Province, where 18 miners,
have been trapped since Thursday,
has slowed down because three coal
mine leaders and technicians have
gone into hiding!

Information from the headquarters in
charge of the rescue operation at the
Gaocun Coal Mine (Shangtuancheng
Township), said that as three leaders
of the coal miners and technical
workers were on the run, nobody
knew what the situation was in the
mine, so rescuers were slow to get
the pumping equipment installed.

The headquarters could only rely on
the memories of some old miners to
draft a plan for the underground
rescue efforts, in addition the
coalmine, with a maximum voltage of
380 volts, could not accommodate
high-powered water pumps.

However, chance of survival still
exists for the 18 trapped miners as the
water level in the coalmine’s
underground roadways had dropped
by 200 meters!

More on Foreign Mines

7,000 Mines to Close
Chinese Authorities are closing
almost 7,000 coal mines (over a
quarter of their total coal mines) on
safety grounds. The mines are mainly
small ones and will not be allowed to
re-open until they meet National
safety standards. China has (at the
moment) the worst mine safety record
in the world with nearly 3,000 miners
killed in the first half of 2005 - a 33%
increase over the same period in
2004.
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AIA Fieldwork and Recording
Awards

The 2005 winner of the Association for Industrial
Archaeology’s “Fieldwork and Recording Award” is the
“Mountains and Orefields: Metal mining landscapes of
mid and north-east Wales” by Nigel Jones, Mark Walters
and Pat Frost of the Clywd-Powys Archaeological Trust.

The surface area of fifteen mine sites were surveyed in
detail, 10 in mid-Wales and 5 in North-east Wales. The
surveys of the mine structures and earthwors were carried
out using digital total station surveying, with the results
being plotted on computer to produce a variety of maps
and plans.

The awarding panel judged that the detailed nature of the
ground surveys, together with the extensive use of aerial
photographs and other illustrations enabled a much
better understanding of the way in which the sites
developed and functioned and represented a valuable
contribution to industrial history.

The book has already been reviewed in ‘Below’, and it is
well worth obtaining a copy if you don’t already have
one, although the choice of sites is a little strange and the
historical background in some cases a little weak, it is a
fascinating book. It just shows what can be achieved,
with the right equipment (and funding!).

Speak to Mike Moore if you want a copy.

Snailbeach Mine: Pumping and Winding Machinery c1782-1856
In the latest publication by the
Northern Mine Research Society,
(British Mining No.78, Memoirs 2005)
Club Member Andy Cuckson has
published a study of the pumping &
winding equipment at Snailbeach.

In the article Andy re-visits many of
the early written documents about
the mine and it’s equipment, (some of
which have only recently become
available) and corrects several errors
that have cropped up over the years.

For example, it seems Wagbeach adit
waterwheel was 35ft. 10” diameter
(not 31ft as quoted by some). He also
proposes that the large 60” pumping
engine was probably completed by
1848, along with a new 22” ‘indoor’
winding engine -situated where the
horizontal winder was reputed to be
(this ties in with a copy of an
inventory I recieved some time ago
from Ken Lock, see opposite).
The engine house by the blacksmiths
is likely to have housed an early
rotative pumping and winding
engine, dating from about the 1790s.

Revised Summary of Equipment at Snailbeach
Date Method of drainage Method of Winding
c.1782-1790s Wagbeach adit/horse gin/ Horse gin/manual lift

manual lift
c.1790s-1837 Manual lift to 192 yards/ Manual lift to 192 yards/

early rotative engine/ early rotative engine
Wagbeach adit

1837-1848 Manual lift to 192 yards/ Manual lift to 192 yards/
Water wheel and flat-rod ?early rotative engine
pumping system/
Wagbeach adit

1848-1856 60” Cornish pumping engine/ 22” Winding engine
and later Wagbeach adit

Recent documents and papers donated to the Mines Trust may help shed
more light on the early equipment at Snailbeach.

Kelvin

Below: Extract from the Snailbeach Mine, Inventory and Valuation of
Engines Boilers machinery and general Plant in and on the mine, 18th
December 1884.
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Books and
Conferences

Bryngwyn Colliery Engine
House

Application has been made to
partially demolish the Bryngwyn
Colliery Cornish Engine House at
Bedwas, Gwent.

This Scheduled engine house is rare
in that it had an inverted cylinder
working a cranked beam which
operated pump rods in a shallow
inclined shaft, with the rods and gear
being below the building  According
to Ken Brown this layout could be
unique.

The building is in a poor state and
the plan by Westbury Homes
(Holdings) Ltd is to demolish the
building down to a height of about 4
metres.

The Carn Brea Mining Society and
the Trevithick Society have written to
lodge objections (which had to be in
by the 20th January). A decision is
now awaited. Further information can
be obtained from the Welsh Mines
Preservation Trust.

Tony Brooks

The Quarries and stone
export harbour at Porthgain
in North-west Pembrokeshire
The Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park have just issued an excellent
little brochure on the quarries and
stone export harbour at Porthgain in
North-west Pembrokeshire - it’s free!

It provides some useful information
on the features - quarries, tunnels,
tramways, stone hoppers, etc.
plus two walks around the site, and is
superbly illustrated by a local artist
Graham Brace.

This is the sort of leaflet which
visitors will want to take away with
them.  To my mind this type of leaflet
is preferrable to intrusive
interpretation boards.

Peter Claughton

Snaefell Wheel Project
At Laxey on the Isle of Man a project
has been underway over the past
year or so to reconstruct the water
wheel at Snaefell Mine. The wheel is
now structurally complete and work
is underway on the aqueduct to get
water to the wheel.

The project has involved a huge
amount of voluntary work and a lot of
sponsorship and fund-raising. The
main parts of the wheel were returned
to the Isle of Man from the
Llywernog Mining Museum where
Peter Harvey had them in storage.
These parts of the wheel were
actually owned by the Trevithick
Society and had been in use at a
china clay pit in Cornwall for about
40 years after the wheel came to the
end of it’s working life for the
Snaefell Mining Company in 1910.

For a full history of the project and
pictures of the restoration work visit
the excellent website at:

www.snaefellwheel.com

It is hoped that the whole project will
be completed in time for a grand
opening in July this year.

Roger Gosling

Christmas Puzzle Solution
In the last issue the Christmas Puzzle asked you to try and find the names of a variety of mines and quarries in the
Llangollen area - or at least mines within a ‘rough’ 20 mile radius of Llangollen, here is where they were:

Mines and Quarries
Bersham  - C
Berwyn  - S *

Cambrian - S
Chatham - L
Corwen - S
Clogau - L

Deeside  - S
Drill - C

Gresford - C
Hendre - S

Ifton - C
Llay - C

Minera  - Pb
Milwr - Pb, L
Moel Fferna - S

Oernant - L
Penarth - S
Penrhos - C
Plas Power - C

Ruabon - Clay

Trefarelawdd -  C
Trevor - L

Wynnstay - C
Wynne - S

Key: C= Coal, S= Slate,  L= Limestone, Pb= Lead.
* - indicates the last working slate quarry in the area.

M I N E R A C H A T H A M P P
O R - - - - T - - - - N - L E
E W - - L L I R D - - O - A N
L L A Y - F S - E - - B - S A
F I - - T - O - E V - A G P R
F M - O B - H B S - O U R O T
E - N - E - R E I - E R E W H
R - E - R - N R D - R - S E -
N - W - S - E W E - N - F R -
A - R - H - P Y - - A - O E -
C L O G A U - N - - N - R N -
- - C A M B R I A N T - D N -
T R E F A R E L A W D D - Y -
- - - - - - Y A T S N N Y W -

Dragline Open days
The Friends of St. Aidan’s BE 1150
Dragline are holding 3 Open days at
St. Aidan’s Opencast coal site,
Swillington, Leeds: 8th April, 17th
June and 9th-10th September.
From more details contact Ivor Brown
of visit:

www.iarecordings.org/dragline/
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The Story of Mining in Cornwall
There is also a whole chapter on the
working of the lesser known minerals
of the county, gold, silver, lead, zinc,
iron, manganese, antimony, tungsten,
barytes and fluorspar among others.
What a “treasure house of minerals”
Cornwall was and is.

Another chapter deals with the China
Clay and Slate industries, both still
very active. Although mainly worked
by surface mining methods there
was, in the past, an element of shaft
sinking and tunnelling in the working
of the china clay.

As for slate, this has been worked
both underground and from surface,
the ‘cave’ complex at Carnglaze was
until recently a show mine and the
great Delabole slate operations is still
being worked although on a much
smaller scale.

Chapter 12 (page 204 onwards)
‘Cornish Miners and Mining into the

future’ is another great pleasure of
this book. The work on the Cornish
miners abroad over the years is well
known but less well known are the
‘consultancies’, laboratories and
contractors’ all based in Cornwall,
using mainly Cornish men and ideas
who now work both nationally and
internationally. The drillers (whose
heritage is from Holmans), still drill in
mines and quarries, but have added
drilling at sea. The tunnellers and
mineral processors all are still with
us. The final note is about the
present tentative plans to re-open
South Crofty. It is not only
Cornishmen who wish it success but
thousands more who understand
mining throughout the world.

This is a fine book, well produced
and worthy of a great industry, now
very much part of Britain’s mining
heritage.

Ivor Brown

by Allen Buckley, published by
Cornwall Editions Ltd 2005, price £45

It seems expensive, but this book is a
very valuable piece of work as it
brings together accurate and
interesting text with some excellent
photographs, many in colour. The
description of early mining
operations, complete with
photographs of tools, ingots, even a
figurine makes absorbing reading.
The books table-top format and 240
pages gives plenty of space to
appreciate the detail in many old
engravings, paintings and
photographs.

The whole period of copper and tin
working from the earliest to the last
(apparently) in 1998 is covered in 177
pages. Now I know the details of the
desperate attempts made to save
Geevor Mine (and the value of my
shares!).

Book Reviews

The South Staffordshire Coalfield
having survived until very recent
times. There are also photographs of
women workers, ‘wildfire’ craters,
jaggers carts, even 19th Century
openpits for Thick Coal, all almost
unique to that area. Of course it was
also famous for its early trials of
steam engines, Savery and
Newcomen, and attempts at drainage
by these means are shown. The use
of winding chains and outside drums
are shown as is the methods of
getting the Thick Seam (some of the
earliest photographs by
W.H.Hughes, an eminent mining
engineer and photographer). There
are photographs of subjects almost
unique to this area.

The Cannock Chase collieries are
mainly represented by views of their
more modern surface arrangements.
There are however some interesting
shots, of Walsall Wood for example,
where a furnace underground was
used for ventilation as late as the
1950s and of miners at work. (The
writer was surprised to read that only
one mouse would appear at lunch-

times underground; in nearby pits
there were certainly many more than
that on such occasions!)

Both coalfields used canals for
haulage extensively and they are well
represented by photographs but
modern opencasting methods, used
in both coalfields extensively in
recent times are represented by one
picture only, that of a dragline at
Poplars Opencast site, Cannock.
This, however, is the same machine
as the one now preserved near
Leeds, ‘Oddball’ a BE1150 model.

It is a book well worth having
although an index would have been a
useful addition.

Note: There is no mention that the
Halesowen and Oldbury mines, now
in the South Staffordshire Coalfield,
were until the mid 19th Century, in an
outlying part of the County of
Shropshire!

Ivor Brown

by N.A.Chapman, published by
Tempus in 2005, price £12.99

This book is in the usual format for
this series, A5 size, consisting of 128
pages containing about 220 plans,
photographs and other illustrations
each with a caption. There is a very
short introduction which provides a
description of a typical mid 19th
Century colliery in the Thick Seam.
The reader is advised to visit the
Black Country Museum at Dudley for
more information.

Perhaps the book should have been
entitled the South Staffordshire
Coalfields (with an ‘s’) since it covers
both the South Staffordshire
Coalfield (the “Black Country”) and
the Cannock Chase Coalfield, which
are both distinctive areas,
geologically and social.

The book does not distinguish any
real differences between the
Coalfields, but in the section on the
Black Country, it shows pictures of
many ancient practices and machines
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Books and Videos

Latest Mining Video from I.A.Recordings
The MHTI in the Harz

“Like stepping into the pages of De Re Metallica”

1hr 33min. £14.10 - VHS or DVD-R
(£10 to Club Members)

In September 2003 a group from
the Mining Heritage Trust of
Ireland  (most of the group were

SCMC members too), visited
the unique mining area of
the Harz in Germany. Iron,
silver, copper, lead and zinc
were intensively mined,
milled and smelted in the
Harz mountains  from the
10th century, helped by the
abundance of water & wood.

Exploring the historic mining
remains is like stepping into the
pages of  Georgius Agricola’s
“De Re Metallica”.

First we visit the Oberharzer
Bergwerksmuseum in

Clausthal-Zellerfeld, with many
models and artefacts collected
from the area. In the
reconstructed 1787 mineshaft

building of August Caroliner
Schacht, Andreas Ravens
demonstrates some of the techniques
including a ‘rescue kibble’.

At the preserved Schachtanlage
Kaiser-Wilhelm II we explore the

ancient tunnels of
the Oberharzer
Wasserregal, built
to supply power to
hundreds of mine
waterwheels and

now providing drinking water and
hydroelectric power.

The HQ of Harz mining from 1731 was
the Clausthal Amtshaus, where we
are shown the ornate boardrooms
and  historic artefacts including a
visitors book signed by James Watt!

At Sankt Andreasburg, we visit
Grube Samson (1521) which has huge
underground waterwheels on display
including a reversing wheel for
winding; and a man engine which is
still used by engineers to inspect a
hydroelectric generator 190m below!

90km South-East in the former DDR
“East Germany” is Röhrigschacht
mine where we descend 283m in the
cage then catch the miners train for
an 800m trip to the working face, a
seam of  copper-shale 40cm high!

Der Rammelsberg UNESCO World
Heritage Site has been mined
continuously for over 1,000 years.
We are shown underground
waterwheels used for winding and
pumping and taken beyond the
tourist route to see astonishingly
beautiful 12th century coffin levels
stained all imaginable colours by the
rich mineralisation.

Thomas Moritz shows us
around the nearby town of
Goslar which was built on
the wealth of Rammelsberg
and the many elegant
medieval buildings show
this very clearly.

Edwin Thorpe tests the rescue
kibble at the Oberharzer Museum

for more details visit
www.iarecordings.org

The Cannock Chase Coalfield
& It’s Mines, The Brereton
Collieries 1791-1960
Every now and again I come across
some really well written volumes with
loads of new research and previously
unpublished photographs and plans,
these two volumes fit the bill and
represent excellent value for money
and are worthy additions to your
collection.

The Cannock Chase Coalfield and
It’s Mines

Various Authors, A4, produced
on high quality gloss finish paper,
soft cover, 346pp.

The book covers part of the South
Staffordshire Coalfield to the North
of Wolverhampton and Walsall. This,
the first comprehensive study of this
coalfield, includes an excellent range
of photographic material, good
descriptions of each colliery and
details of their locations, supported
by plans and drawings. There is
also a brief description of some of the
lesser known ventures.
Price: £12.50 (+ £5.50 P&P very
heavy!)

The Brereton Collieries 1791-1960
By Ken Edwards (author of the
bookelt ‘Beaudesert Legacy’), A4,
produced on high quality gloss finish
paper, soft cover, 60pp

This book covers the mines to the
East of Cannock and just South of
Rugeley, a ‘mini coalfield on the
northern tip of the Cannock Chase
Coalfield’. It is contains lots of
previously unpublished material and
provides detailed descriptions of the
collieries, including plans and photos
of surface and underground. It also
includes a summary of accidents and
companies involved with these
collieries.
Price: £5.50 + £2.00 p&p

Both books have been published by
the Cannock Chase Mining Historical
Society (www.ccmhs.co.uk) and are
available from myself at Club
meetings.

Mike Moore
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Diary DatesClub Officers

2006
8th April: Northern Pennine Silver in
the Late Medieval Period. A seminar
to be held at the North Pennines
Heritage Trust Centre, Nenthead.
18th April: Friends of St. Aidans
BE1159 Dragline Open Day.
29th April: Trevithick Day
celebrations, Camborne.
30th April: Open Day, King Edward
Mine, Troon, Camborne.

3rd-13th May: Exhibition about Carn
Brea Mining Society and King
Edward Mine at the Cornwall Centre,
Redruth. The ‘Friends of King
Edward Mine’ will be launched.
6th May: CSCC AGM, 10.30am,
Hunters’ Lodge, Priddy.

11th-13th June: NAMHO 2006,
Royal Pavillion, Llangollen.
17th June: Friends of St. Aidans
BE1159 Dragline Open Day.

7th-11th August: NSS Convention,
Bellingham, Washongton, USA.
9th-10th Sept.: Friends of St. Aidans
BE1159 Dragline Open Day.

9th-17th October: International
Mining History Congress (IMHC),
Beringen in the Limberg mining
region of north-east Belgium. Visits
to sites in the area will take place
during this period.

Attempting to access $ports funding
 ‘pathways’ ....

We’ve made a few changes .....

... guaranteed to top the medal table ...

We should get a grant NOW!

73

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

Tackle: Ian Cooper

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Eileen Bowen

Secretary: Mike Davies
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Bob Taylor

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Conservation & NAMHO
Rep: Steve Holding


